
How to Measure for your Curtains
MEASURING GUIDELINES-Tools required-Metal tape measure, pen and paper

1. Only use metal tape and record your measurements in cm.

2. Fit the pole or track before measuring to get accurate curtain length. The track or pole

    should extend beyond the window at either side to allow room for the curtains to be drawn

    to the side of the window. We recommend between 20-30cm either side of the window.

3. Always measure the width first (across window) and then the drop (top to bottom)

    Measurements must be exact to ensure a correct fit. 

4. Record your measurements Width (cm) x Drop (cm)

5. To fit track/pole           Curtain width 

    Up to 165cm                132cm (52’)

    166cm-223cm              193cm (76’)

    224cm-310cm              264cm (104’) 

WIDTH MEASUREMENTS for tracks and poles.

Measure the track or pole NOT the window.

For Tracks measure the the width from end

to end 

curtain track

If the track overlaps in the middle you must 

include the overlap

    A + B = Total width 

A

B

For Poles measure the width between the 

decorative finials

curtain pole
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DROP MEASUREMENTS for tracks and poles.

For Tracks measure from the top of the track

to allow it to be hidden by the curtains (see 

diagram 4)
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For poles measure from the underside of the

curtain ring to allow the pole to be seen above

the curtains (see diagram 5)
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For Eyelet curtains measure from the top of the

pole and add 4cm

Measure from the correct point to :

- 1cm above the sill length

- the desired length below the sill length

- 1cm above the floor for full length

(see diagram 6) 
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sill length

below sill length

floor length


